w50-c and Side Elements

Maintenance Instructions & Directions for Use

Fixed glazing w50-c
Window leaf, door and parallel tilt-and-slide door (PSK) w50-c
Side element CLASSIC w50-c
SUPER LITE w50-c side element
LITE w50-c side element
SUPER LITE w50-c all-glass fixed glazing
Terrazza locking bar
Side element trapezium fabric

Important notes for specialist retailers and end users
Please read carefully before using!
These instructions must be kept by the end user
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Maintenance Instructions & Directions for Use

Reading the Maintenance Instructions & Directions for Use

Read the Maintenance Instructions and Directions for Use before using the product for the first
time. For personal safety and for the correct handling of the glazing elements, it is important that
these instructions are complied with. Non-compliance means the manufacturer does not carry any
liability. All instructions and directions for use supplied with the awning must be kept by the
customer and passed on to the new owner if the element is sold.
Unless otherwise stated, these maintenance & directions for use always presume that the glazing
elements are shown from the following angle:

a
i

Exterior
Interior

2.1
Warnings
The warnings differentiate between personal injury and damage to property. The signal word
"Danger" is used for personal injury, and "Caution" for property damage.
Immediate danger to life and limb!

DANGER
Immediate danger to product and environment!

CAUTION
3
3.1

Safety notes
Fundamental safety instructions

DANGER
Personal injury
Risk of personal injury due to improper use of the glazing elements.
Please read and observe the safety notes contained in this section.

CAUTION
Product and property damage
Risk of damage to the product and property due to improper use of the glazing elements.
Please read and observe the safety notes contained in this section.
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Intended and Safe Use

weinor glazing elements are intended to be fitted in conservatories, under patio roofs or other
connecting passages.
Glazing elements may only be used for vertical glazing.
Important! Please remember that certain areas require the use of laminated sheet glass (LSG) or
toughened safety glass or toughened safety glass with heat-soak test.
The planning and installation of glazing elements in or around parapets or in areas requiring anti-fall
guards must be performed in accordance with current regulations and guidelines and are the
responsibility of the site foreman.
All supplied profiles and components (especially frame and stave profiles) must be fitted without
fail.
4

Description of construction and function

Only high-quality corrosion resistant or anti-corrosion materials are used in the glazing elements.
The profiles are made of extruded aluminium. All connecting parts, such as screws, are made of
stainless steel. All outside aluminium parts are powder coated.
5

General notes

The glazing elements are cold elements without thermal separation, partially with gaps between the
panels, or between the profiles and the panels/fabric.
As a result, the glazing element offers no insulation against heat or cold and some elements offer
only limited means of keeping out wind or rain. The impermeability of glazing elements with gaps
between the panels can be increased by the use of gap seals (optional). It is not possible to seal
these elements entirely, however. The use of gap and brush seals increases the risk of
condensation forming on the inside
5.1

Condensation and Ventilation

To increase the longevity of all glazing elements, it is essential that an appropriate room climate is
provided and that the product is correctly operated. To achieve this, you should observe important
details concerning room climate.
Condensation
• Condensation (deposit of water vapour) occurs if humid air meets cold surface areas. The moist
air cools down. As cold air, as is generally known, can absorb less moisture, the excessive
amount of air humidity froms a deposit on the surface. This occurrence is of physical nature and
therefore does not represent any constructional defect as long as it is not caused by inadequate
thermal insulation or by an avoidable thermal bridge.
• The most frequent causes are strong sources of air humidity in the room or adjoining rooms,
which are not separated by doors, insufficient heating or obstruction of hot air circulation to the
affected surface areas due to furniture, dense plants, curtains, awnings, roller blinds or the
wrong arrangement of radiators in the room.
Directions for ventilation in Winter:
• You will achieve a pleasant room climate by means of adequate heating, ventilation and sun
protection. The balance of humidity in the room is regulated by the right interaction of these
three elements - especially in winter.
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The impacts of excessive air humidity are generally well known. For example, if you were to
stop and form of air flow inside a car, the glass panes would steam over and the first condensed
water would run down the panes.
The outside components of a conservatory/patio roof, in contrast to walled rooms, cannot
absorb moisture. Therefore, correct ventilation is especially important, i.e. the exchange of
humid room air with dry outside air. Correct ventilation means opening large areas several times
a day for SHORT periods (approx. 5-10 Min.) so that the humid air, which is enriched by CO2 is
replaced by fresh, dry outside air.
Any existing radiator thermostats should of course be turned down during these periods if these
devices so not automatically switch off during ventilation.

Directions for ventilation in Summer:
• In summer, the priority in ventilation is the exit of the heated inside air with the purpose of
limiting the heating up um zusammen mit der Beschattung die Aufheizung zu begrenzen.
Therefore, permanent ventilation is beneficial as long as cool outside air can be admitted to the
inside.
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Maintenance
Maintenance work

6.1
•
•
•
•

Check the moving and locking mechanisms at regular intervals to ensure they are still in proper
working order.
Clean all parts at regular intervals that come into contact with other parts as well as all moving
parts, and lubricate with silicone oil if required.
Parts subject to wear and tear should be replaced by professionally trained staff if they are no
longer functional.
If construction work is being carried out near the glazing elements, ensure that all surfaces
(aluminium profiles and glass) are fully protected to prevent any damage resulting from wet
mortar, plaster or any other materials that might damage the glazing elements.
General cleaning guidelines

6.2
•

•
•

•

Maintenance Instructions & Directions for Use

Acids and aggressive cleaning agents such as abrasives, steel wool, scouring pads and
knives/blades, as well as solvent-based cleaners (thinner, benzene) are not suitable cleaning
materials and may cause irreparable damage.
All regulations relating to accident prevention, environmental compliance and sealing off the
immediate surroundings must be observed at all times.
During wintry conditions and snowfalls, and when temperatures fluctuate around freezing point,
you may find snow has settled and/or ice has formed on inner and outer parts or inside the
profiles.
You will need to free the relevant parts from any snow and ice in the proper manner.

6.3
6.3.1

Cleaning powder-coated aluminium parts and profiles
In saltwater areas

CAUTION
Damage to the Product
Particularly in saltwater areas, there is a possibility that salt may disperse or accumulate on the
product.
 Wash off any salt deposits at regular intervals or as required, but no less than twice a year.
Recommendation: Call in a specialist company to do the work for you.
This is a good way to protect the aluminium parts and their surface from being corroded by salty
water.

6.3.2

In non-saltwater areas

Clean the aluminium parts at least once a year, and even more often if heavily soiled. To clean, use
clean water and add a few drops of pH-neutral or very slightly alkaline detergent.
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Cleaning the glass panels
Use ample amounts of clean water to avoid dirt particles scratching the surface of the glass
panels.
Use neutral cleaning agents as far as possible to clean the glass panels.
Do not use sharp objects to clean the glass panels as these may damage the glass.
Clean sand-blasted glass surfaces (e.g. satin glass), with or without anti fingermark finish
(special surface coating) using clear water and a soft cloth only. The use of aggressive alkalinebased or acid-based cleaning agents will result in damage to the anti fingermark finish.
Cleaning the water drains

To ensure proper water drainage, make sure that all water drains have been cleared of coarse dirt
and foreign bodies. Also clear any snow and ice in winter.

1
a
i
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Cleaning the fabrics

You can remove loose dirt when dry using a brush with soft bristles or a vacuum cleaner.
General soiling or light stains can be removed using a cloth to apply an approx. 5 - 10% solution of
mild detergent and lukewarm water (max. 40°C).
The concentration of the solution, the temperature and the pressure that can be exerted on the
surface
have to be adjusted to the degree of soiling.
The cleaning should be done with soft, moist cloths. As an alternative, hand brushes with very soft
bristles can be used.
At the end of the washing operations, the treated surface must be rinsed with abundant water in
order to remove every trace of detergent.

CAUTION
Damage to the Product
 Only retract the awning when it is dry. If you have to retract the awning when it is wet, extend it
again to dry it as soon as possible.
 Before storing the product, it is necessary to dry the entire surface without to overheating the
material. If the fabric is stored in a dirty condition, this can impair its duration and can favour the
formation of moulds and the absorbing of the dirt inside the material.
 It is absolutely forbidden to use solvents such as: turpentine, nitre solvents, acetate, aromatic
compounds, hydrocarbons (petrol or diesel), acids and caustic products, because such products
corrode the surface of the fabric impairing the protection from the external influences.
 High-pressure cleaners may not be used to clean the fabric, as this could damage the seams
and material. Avoid rubbing the fabric with the aid of brushes with hard bristles/ sponges, as this
could lead to roughening and/ or damaging the fabric.
 The fabrics employed are not washable!
 Please note that the fabrics are treated with a special impregnation in the factory which is
reduced every time the fabrics are cleaned.
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Opening a breakover overhead light to clean the outside

1. Open the leaf a little.

X

Y

2. Press in button [A] on the fitting completely and press part [B] slightly upwards to
release the anchoring.

X

X

3. Open leaf to the stop and then press part [C] forwards to
release the anchoring.

Y
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4. You can now carefully open the leaf to the next stop [D]. The outside of the
leaf can now be cleaned.
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Use
Safety notes
The the
ermal energyy emitted by
y sunlight ccauses expo
osed outer surfaces
s
to heat up naturally.
This pro
ocess cause
es a relative
ely high rise
e in tempera
ature (50-60
0 °C or highher) on dark
k surfaces
in particcular.
In very ccold climate
es, however, the tempe
erature of exposed
e
surrfaces can ffall dramatic
cally (even
to below
w 0°C).
Since aluminium iss a very goo
od conducto
or of heat, th
here is a po
otential dangger that the
e inner
surfacess will also become
b
very
y hot (rangiing from uncomfortably
y hot to a rissk of burns)) or very
cold (po
otential risk of condens
sation formin
ng).

DANG ER
Perrsonal Injuryy
If small childre
en or menta
ally disabled
d persons haave access to
a window
w
leaf,, the leaf mu
ust be secu
ured againstt unscrewin
ng and
ope
ening, e.g. w
with a locka
able operating handle.

DANG
GER
Ris
sk of squash
hing and tra
apping
A le
eaf slammin
ng shut can lead to inju
uries. Do noot put your hand
h
bettween the le
eaf and the blind frame
e when clos ing the wind
dow.

CAUT
TION
Pro
oduct Dama
age

KG

The
e leaf may n
not be burdened with additional
a
w
weight.
The
ere is a dan
nger of the ligaments breaking if thhey are exp
posed to
exc
cessive stra
ain.
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CAUTION
Product Damage
Do not slam or press the leaf against the wall reveal.
Do not press the leaf forcibly against the window reveal when you
open it or against the blind frame when you close it, as this could
strain the ligaments (hinges, brackets).

CAUTION
Product and material damage
Do not place any objects between the leaf and the blind frame.

CAUTION
Product and material damage
Do not leave leafs open in the tilted position in case of strong wind.

7.2

Operating instructions

•

Some elements are equipped with locking cylinders (according to order). These must/ should
be released or locked prior to opening or after closing the elements.

•

Always open and close the elements carefully. Ensure the the handles are correctly positioned
during operation.

•

Never open or close using force, especially when the handle is in the intermediate position!

•

Modern fittings are equipped with a turn-tilt stop. However, this could be "switched off"
unintentionally allowing the leaf to be turned in the tilt position. Don´t worry, the safety scissor
stay will hold it securely at the top! Just push the handle upwards and press the leaf to the
frame. Then position the handle horizontally, press once again and lock the element (handle
pointing vertically downwards). You can now operate your elements normally again.
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Opera
ating the wiindow leaf
Tilt-and-turn fittting

Open
O
(turn)):

7.3.2
7
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Tilt:
T

Clo
osing:

Pivo
ot hinge

Opening:
O

7.3.3
7

Tilt ffitting

Crank
C
hand
dle:
1. Open/2. Close

Tilt
T lever:
1. Open/2. Close
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Opera
ation of doo
or
Tilt-and-turn fittting

7.4.1
7

Open
O
(turn)):

Tilt:

Close:

Pivo
ot hinge

7.4.2
7
Open:
O

7.5
7

Opera
ating the pa
arallel sliding tilting doo
or

Opening
O
prrocedure
1. Tilt

2.
2 Open:

Closing
C
pro
ocedure:
1. Slide

2.
2 Close

3. Slide

CAU
UTION
Product Daamage
Do not presss to close the
element!
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Opera
ating the se
econdary sa
ash (Note: T
The inactive
e leaf canno
ot be tilted)

1. Open the
e main leaf:

2.
2 Release the locking device on the
t inactive
e leaf:

3.
3 Open the
e inactive le
eaf:

7.7
7

Optio
onal fittings (protruding door handl e and/or loc
cking device
e)

1. Press shut
protruding d
door handle
e

2. Leaf is fixed via the
Locking deviice [A]
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Engineering/production-related features

As with all industrially produced products, weinor glazing elements may also contain unavoidable blemishes, which must
be accepted for what they are. You may rest assured that we constantly seek to provide the best possible quality and
keep enhancing it. The types of blemishes that may arise include:

Feature

Potential cause

Draft coming
through gaps in
the panels



Condensation on
glass panes



Tiny air bubbles
in glass




Minor scratches
in the glass



Gap seals not ordered/fitted

Remedy
How?



Order gap seals
Fit gap seals

Condensation forms as a result
of water vapour in the air dripping
onto cold surfaces when the air is
below its so-called dew point
temperature.



The possibility of condensation
occurring cannot be excluded.
The amount of condensation can
be reduced by:
Ventilation, heating, change of use

Production tolerances
Minor quantities of air have been
trapped in the glass during
production and show up as
bubbles.
Production tolerances









Pimples on
powder-coated
parts




Minor deviations
in the colour of
powder-coated
parts



Minor scratches
on powder-coated
parts



Faults/deficiencie
s in fabrics




Production tolerances
Minor accumulations have arisen
while powder coating the parts




Despite using the same RAL
colours, there is always a
possibility of two parts being
slightly different in colour. This
especially occurs when using
metal or iron effect paint.




Production tolerances




Production tolerances
Faults/deficiencies in fabrics can
occur during the manufacturing.



By

See

FP/EK

5

EK

5

FP

/

FP

/

Cannot be remedied
A visual assessment is generally
made in accordance with the
guidelines of the respective
national associations and/or the

FP

/

Cannot be remedied
A visual assessment is generally
made in accordance with the
guidelines of the respective
national associations and/or the
manufacturers.

FP

/

Touch-up pen
A visual assessment is generally
made in accordance with the
guidelines of the respective
national associations and/or the

FP/EK

/

FP

/

Cannot be remedied
A visual assessment is generally
made in accordance with the
guidelines of the respective
national associations and/or the
A visual assessment is generally
made in accordance with the
guidelines of the respective
national associations and/or the
manufacturers.
Treat or eliminate scratches or

As a rule, the visual inspection is
carried out in accordacne with the
"Guideline for the Evaluation of
Manufactured Awning Fabrics“ of
the Industry Association Technical
Textiles – Roller Shutters – Sun

If "This cannot be remedied" is indicated, this means that the fault cannot be rectified immediately, but comprehensive
measures must be taken. Please contact
your retailer or partner.
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Disposal

Although this product does not contain any materials which pose a risk or danger to the
environment. the glazing elements should nevertheless be disposed of properly.
10 Other weinor products
10.1 Your dream patio any time of year
No matter how you want to use your patio, weinor has the right products for you – awnings, patio
roofs, Glasoase® and conservatories.
Your weinor partner is an experienced specialist who will gladly provide you with advice on
everything from planning to realising your product. They will help you turn your patio dreams into
reality and are there whenever you need help or advice.
to give you peace of mind from the very beginning.

1
2
3
4

weinor GmbH & Co. KG
Mathias-Brüggen Strasse 110
50829 Cologne (Germany)
www.weinor.de
Item number 117342-0000
01.09.2013
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Patio roofs
Glass oasis
Conservatories
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